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BEWARE WHAT IS COMING ALONG AS A GREAT RESET.....AND WHY?
Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 9:21 PM
Subject: UK government secretly admits covid-19 vaccines will produce unprecedented death wave
With the covering up of the serious adverse effects and even deaths that have occured during the trials of the various vaccines,
especially Oxford Astra-Zeneca,
JohnsonandJohnson, Moderna, Glaxo SmithKline and Pfizer, advertising 90plus percent effective - while mentioning nothing about
the lack of safety, and the
lack of these Companies' liability if serious adverse effects occur, it is not surprising the UK Govt is looking into what deaths and
levels of serious vaccine injuries
might occur.
This article reports what has been reported here in the UK too, that the UK Govt knows the dangers of these highly experimental
and under-tested vaccines, and
are anticipating a wave of serious adverse effects and deaths.
As if this is not bad enough, although fully predictable if one has been following the progress of this story, I was sent information
from a Canadian Liberal
Party Committee Member that Canada is ready to implement the Great Reset 2021 - 2030 (as planned by Prof. Klaus Schwab and
World Economic Forum as he recently
broadcast) fleshing out the details of how this Great Rest 2021 would be rolled out across Canada.
Similar information has just come regarding South Africa, and shortly thereafter also from Australia. In UK we have got the
Coronavirus Actr Newly confirmed which gives
sweeping powers to the government, and from recent posts, the building of Transit Towns are being mandated in certain cities
across UK, which would also fit into the
scenario depicted in the Canadian report.

VACCINE DEATH WAVE: UK government posts bid for AI system to process the expected flood of
COVID-19 vaccine injuries and side effects described as a “direct threat to patient life”
Monday, November 16, 2020 by: Mike Adams
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-11-16-uk-government-posts-bid-for-ai-system-flood-of-covid-19vaccine-injuries.html

RESET 21: THIRD WAVE: COVID-21 CANCELLATION OF CASH
Possible Leaked Roadmap for the next Phase of the Journey
DAVID CULLEN Computing Forever
Bitchute October 20, 2020
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lKCTkLJbtT4/
Also here: Is this leaked info really Trudeau’s crazy COVID plan for 2021?

You decide …
Posted by Canadian Report on October 14, 2020 02:17
Tags: COVID-19 restrictions, LPC Strategic Committee Leak
The full text of the leaked Roadmap is here
https://thecanadianreport.ca/is-this-leaked-memo-really-trudeaus-covid-plan-for2021-you-decide/

UK government secretly admits covid-19 vaccines
will produce unprecedented death wave

The UK government is now secretly admitting that covid-19 vaccines will produce
an unprecedented death wave as the nation is flooded with vaccine "adverse
events."
This has emerged from a contract award document authored by the MHRA, which
is begging for a new AI system to process the wave of covid-19 vaccine adverse
events that it explains are a "direct threat to patient life."
The wave of vaccine side effects is expected to be so large that it will overwhelm
the MHRA's legacy systems.
Read the full bombshell details and see the links here.
Also today: A new video originally posted on Instagram reveals how the
AstraZeneca covid-19 vaccine is made from aborted human fetal tissue. In this
case, it's taken from a 14-week-old human baby, part of the organ harvesting
operations run between Planned Parenthood and the vaccine manufacturers.
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